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OBJECTIVE 
This paper describes how powerful detectors of ad-
verse events manifested in multivariate series of bio-
surveillance data can be learned using only a few 
labeled instances of such events.  

BACKGROUND 
The context of the work presented here is rapid detec-
tion of statistically significant emerging patterns of 
adverse events in data related to food-and agriculture-
safety collected by the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. The particular data under consideration includes 
records of daily counts of condemned and healthy 
cattle, counts of positive and negative microbial tests 
of food samples, and counts of passed and failed 
sanitary inspections of slaughter houses. Effective 
monitoring of those streams of heterogeneous data is 
instrumental in early detection of adverse food events 
and in their subsequent mitigation. 

METHOD 
We use temporal scan [2] as a basic detection tool. It 
slides a fixed-width time window along a time series 
and compares the positive and negative counts inside 
of it against the aggregated counts observed outside, 
and applies either Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test of 
significance of the obtained contingency table. In our 
approach, temporal scan is being applied individually 
to each of the available data-streams and the resulting 
series of p-values are then combined using Fisher’s 
method of p-values aggregation [3]. Detectors based 
on Fisher’s method benefit multivariate analysis by 
being able to raise an alert even if none of the com-
ponent signals is critical, but if some of them are near 
critical. They are non-specific because they target 
any departure of the combined series from normal, 
and they are not tailored to any specific scenario.  

 
Table 1 – Number of Potential False Positives (FP) and Detection 
Delay in days (DtD) for different detection methods: temporal scan 
for individual streams (A, B, C), Fisher’s aggregation method (F), 
hand-crafted specific filter (F+), Fisher’s combined with filters 
learned from data using labeled false positives only (F+FP), the 
same using FP and one, five, and ten labeled outbreaks (F+TP1, 
FP+TP5, FP+TP10), and classification based specific detector (L). 

Knowing particular signatures of events of interest, 
one can design more powerful detectors to specifi-
cally target them. Sometimes, such dedicated detec-
tors have to be hand-crafted using domain expertise, 
if the amount of available training data is insufficient 
to support automated learning [4]. Such situations 
happen very often in practice of bio-surveillance be-
cause collecting labeled data is costly and, more im-
portantly, because instances of real adverse events 
are – luckily – rare. Therefore, there is a need for 
machine learning techniques which would allow for 
training specific detectors even if the number of iden-
tified positive examples in data is small.  

RESULTS 
Experimental results summarized in Table 1 indicate 
that Fisher’s aggregation substantially improves de-
tection power (timeliness as well as alert frequency) 
over the results obtained using individual streams. 
Hand-crafted specific detector slightly outperforms 
Fisher’s method, but the best results were obtained 
with a classifier [5] trained using sample evidence 
(100 labeled outbreaks). Much more practical alterna-
tive is based on kernel density model [6] trained with 
labels on false positive detections produced by 
Fisher’s method. It beats the hand-crafted detector, 
but looses against the classifier trained on rich data-
set. Incremental improvement can be obtained by 
combining into the training data labels on false posi-
tives with one, then five and eventually ten labeled 
instances of true positives.             

CONCLUSION 
It is possible to use machine learning to construct 
powerful specific detectors of adverse events in mul-
tivariate time series data, even if the number of avail-
able labeled examples of such events is very small. 
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